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Layover
Public Programme

Kai as Koha
BC Collective and invited guests
Thursday 21 March
Saturday 13 April
BC Collective activate their work, Kai as Koha, through two invitation-only dinners. These
events present sharing food and story as means of retaining and expressing culture.
Travelling Places
A Non-Symposium hosted by The Visiting Curators
Friday 22 March
10am - 4pm
How can place travel?
Through networks of migration, trade, and exchange engendered in both deep time and every
day, place and travel are integral to contemporary Indigenous experiences. Perhaps we can
understand migration, trade and exchange as forms of commuting, and understand ourselves
as commuting cultures. With commuting cultures come commuting knowledges which travel,
exchange and take form over time and cross distance.
This notion of commuting is the framework of how The Visiting Curators—a curatorium of
five curators, artists and writers from across the Great Ocean—are collaborating. Over three
exhibition projects we have been interrogating the interconnection of both place and travel
through a series of commissioned works by artists also located around the Great Ocean. In
considering the conditions that engender our mobility as arts workers as well as the desire
to build meaningful exchange across the waters, the curatorium has sought to foreground
complex, wide-ranging experiences of indigeneity that are inclusive of both ancestral knowledges and global connections.
Travelling Places: A Non-Symposium is a day of storytelling, skill sharing, and dialogue centred
on notions of place. As a Non-Symposium, the event rejects the authorial, academic voice in
favour of asserting multivocality and openness as imperative to building understanding and
collective futures.
Travelling Places: A Non-Symposium is supported by Auckland Arts Festival and Vancouver Art
Gallery.
Directors in Conversation
Remco de Blaaij with Aileen Burns/Johan Lundh
Thursday 2 May
6pm - 7pm
As a part of the Auckland Art Fair, Artspace invites you to join a conversation between director
of Artspace Aotearoa, Remco de Blaaij, and the newly arrived directors of the Govett Brewster
Art Gallery/Len Lye Centre, Aileen Burns and Johan Lundh.
Uku Whistles
BC Collective
Saturday 11 May
10:30am - 12:30pm
Join BC Collective for this family friendly workshop making whistles using air dry clay.
Tertiary Tour
Edith Amituanai, BC Collective, and Lana Lopesi
Tuesday 14 May
10.00am - 1.00pm
If you’re a Moana tertiary student currently making space for yourself at an art school, join
Edith Amituanai, BC Collective, and Lana Lopesi for a talanoa about the show followed by
lunch.

